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       Electric Power Assisted Bicycle Manual User Manual Használati útmutató Manual de instrucțiuni ZT-32 Instrukcja obsługi Hungary Head Office: ZTECH Romania: ZTECH Poland: Z-TECH BIKE KFT. SC Z TECH BIKE SRL. Z-TECH Sp. Z.O.O. Dulácska utca 1/A. Calea Aradului 62. 30-565 Kraków, 2045. Törökbálint, Hungary Oradea, Romania Ul. Panska 27, Poland hungary@ztechbike.com oradea@ztechbike.ro biuro@ztechbike.pl www.ztechbike.com www.ztechbike.ro www.ztechbike.pl WWW.ZTECHBIKE.COM Content: 1.Matters needing attention to users 2.Riders safety 3.Check before driving 4. Technical details of bike 5. Profile for characteristic of product 6. Adjustment of parts 7.About Charging 8.About riding 9.Maintenance and service 10.Special hints 1.Matters needing attention to users Please note the following important safe matters in order to ensure your safe driving and use this bicycle better. 1.Please read the user manual carefully and check whether all spare parts is perfect before driving in order to ensure your safe driving. 2.Overloading is prohibited strictly. 3.It is recommended to carry out charging every day, to charge after electric quantity of battery exhausts is prohibited strictly 4.Inside the battery box of this bicycle there is a safety power source, when battery box is taken out, both jacks in lower end (namely positive pole + and negative pole - of battery) can’t be touched by hand (particularly damp hands) at the same time, and also be prohibited to touch metal body (like key, etc.) or else unlimited short-circuit current produced will cause an accident and burn of human body. Please give a great attention to the above. 5.Please don’t detach and disassemble spare parts or rebuild electric bicycle by itself, please purchase standard spare parts from the dealer of Z-TECH brand electric bicycle if to replace spare parts. Please repair timely if find power-cut don’t happen when do a front or rear brake. 6.This bicycle can drive normally under the condition that depth of deposit water don’t surpass center of electric hub when driving on road surface with dropsy in rainy weather. Electric hub will be infiltrated by water and cause a trouble from electric hub if dropsy of road surface surpass center of electric hub. 2.Riders safety General Rules Always wear an approved helmet when riding your bike, and follow the helmet manufacturer’s instructions for fit, use and care of your helmet. When riding obey the same road laws as all other road vehicles, including giving way to pedestrians, and stopping at red lights and stop signs. Ride predictably and in a straight line. Never ride against traffic. Use correct signal lights to indicate turning or stopping. Ride defensively. To other road users, you may be hard to see. Concentrate on the path ahead. Avoid potholes, gravel, wet road markings, oil, curbs, speed bumps, drain grates and other obstacles. Expect the unexpected such as opening car doors or cars backing out of concealed driveways. Be very careful at intersections and when preparing to pass other vehicles. Familiarize yourself with all the bike's features. Practice signal lights, braking and the use of horns. Don't carry packages or passengers that will interfere with your visibility or control of the bike. Don't use items that may restrict your hearing. Maintain a comfortable stopping distance from all other riders, vehicles and objects. Safe braking distance and forces are subject to the prevailing weather conditions. Wet Weather In wet weather you need to take extra care. Brake earlier, you will take a longer distance to stop. Decrease your riding speed, avoid sudden braking, and take corners with additional caution. Be more visible on the road. Wear reflective clothing and use safety lights. Potholes and slippery surfaces such as line markings and train tracks all become more hazardous when wet. Night Riding Ensure that the front lights are on. Wear reflective and light coloured clothing. Ride at night only if necessary. Slow down and use familiar roads with street lighting, if possible. WARNING! The product is not allowed to use by handicapped people! 3.Check before driving Please do a check before driving in order to ensure your safety of driving. Open power lock, check whether all indication of bicycle head is normal, brake power cut is effective? Whether tyre pressure is normal?(Short inflation will influence running speed or continual mileage.) Whether nut of front and rear wheel is locked Where electric energy is enough? Whether braking system is adjusted suitably and reliably? Whether handgrip and saddle is adjusted well and tightened? Structure and technical parameters of complete vehicle There can be differences between the illustrated vehicles and the vehicles in real. 4. Technical details of bike Type ZT-32 Barcelona Lithium Itemnumber E00032 standard CE Engine type Brushless engine Motor rated power - Watt 250W Motor rated voltage - V 36V Speed - km/h 25km / h Range - km 40km Load capacity - kg 100kg Front brake V brake Rear brake V brake Battery type Lithium battery Battery capacity Ah 9Ah Battery charging time - h 4-6h Tare weight /(net) - kg 27 kg/33kg Box size 1450x280x785 1 Rear tire/Tubes 20 Headset 2 Rearwheel 21 N/A 3 Spoke 22 Front forks 4 Rear V brake 23 Front brake 5 Freewheel 24 Left brake lever 6 Derailleur 25 Right brake lever 7 Chain 26 Shifter 8 Rear light 27 LEDmeter 9 Seat clamps 28 N/A 10 Seat tubes 29 Wheel reflector 11 Saddles 30 Shift cables 12 pedal 31 N/A 13 Wheel stand 32 Front hub 14 N/A 33 Rear motor 15 Battery packs 34 N/A 16 Frame 35 sensor 17 Handle 36 Chainwheel & crank 18 Bar end grips 37 Front wheel 19 handle 38 Front tire/tube handel bar 1.Left brake lever 2.Bell 3.throtle 4.Right brake lever 5.control unit 5. Profile for characteristic of product ●Tri-dimensional design body is carried out a scientific design to get the best riding effect according to body engineering and esthetics. ●Light, simple and elegant shape, exquisite selection of parts and materials make you get more comfortable driving effect.. ●Operation of driving is simple, pedal design to get more comfortable effect. Be equipped with head light, it is safe and convenient for driving in the dark. ●In order to ensure your safety during driving, electric safety system will power cut automatically when brake. ●Its rated vehicle speed is 25km/h, that make driver secure and family relieved. ●It has 3 kinds of different driving methods including electric driving, both electric and pedal driving, and pedal driving. ●In order to ensure life of battery, please charge timely when indicating point of electric quantity is closing red area. Part of electric quantity will be consumed if turn on headlight when drive in the dark, therefore that will cause continual mileage is reduced correspondently. Please note that the lighting time of headlight in the dark should be controlled suitably. In order to ensure the life of battery, the users with enough conditions should keep charging as soon as possible anytime after use to make the battery keeping in full status. You have to charge timely when indication of electric quantity is only at a red light. A 6. Adjustment of parts Adjustment of steering wheel ●Inserted depth of vertical tube of wheel should be not lower than minimum depth (red safety mark); safety mark must be inserted into below hexagonal nut. (See fig. 1) ●Stand in the front of wheel, clamp the front wheel by both legs and hold the handgrip with both hands to adjust the angle degree at between cross tube of handgrip and vehicle body. (See fig. 2) ●Screw down the fastening screw of wheel core, the torque recommended should be not less than 18N.m. (See fig. 2) Adjustment of saddle ●Inserted depth of saddle tube should be more than minimum depth of insert (safety mark is for reference of minimum depth) to ensure the safety. ●Loosen the clamping screw of saddle and put into saddle tube, tighten the screw suitably, and then insert saddle tube into vertical tube of frame; put your both legs on the saddle to adjust the position of saddle tightly in order to ensure you can drive comfortably. (See fig. 4) ●Screw down clamping screw of saddle and saddle tube, recommended torque should be not less than 18N.m. (See fig 3) fig 1 fig 2 fig 3 fig4 Adjustment of brakes Set up a 3mm distance between the wheel and the brake pads, and then adjust (see the picture below) Keep the brake in the middle, and make sure the two brake pads work properly. Level up the brakes (in its normal condition) Adjust the brake pads, to keep it in line with the curve of the wheel. At the end, Make sure the brake pads can have fully touch with the surface of the steel wheel. If only one side of the brakes works, adjust the nut. Pedals Check the sign on the pedal. R: pedal for the right pedal-arm L: pedal for the left pedal-arm Adjustment on tightness of the chain When adjusting the chain, please first loose the nut of back shaft and then adjust the screw of chain-adjusting screw, making the tightness of the chain in a proper degree and agile driving motion. Back wheel should be placed in the position of central symmetry. As soon as the chain droops 10-15mm, tight the nut of back shaft at once. The recommended tightening torque should not be less than 30N.m.(See Pic. 7) 7.About Charging Before riding the electric bike for the first time, you must charge the batteries for 4-6 hours using the supplied charger. To charge, remove the protective cover from the charging socket. Then plug in the charger into the charging socket, before plugging the charger into a wall outlet. IMPORTANT CHARGING INSTRUCTION: The Power Switch Lock must be in the off position when the electric bicycle is being charged. All batteries charge simultaneously. You should charge your electric bike after each ride. You must charge your electric bike if it has not been used for 30 days or more. Recharging time is between 4-6 hours. WARNING: Do not place the battery near heat or fire. Do not expose the charger near water. Removing the battery Turn the key clockwise, unlocking the battery pack Lift the battery pack Put the bottom right in the place when installing Aim the top to the lock and press, then it is locked Open the dust cap, then plug in Battery indictor shows the electricity allowance. Green: the battery is fully charged. Orange: the battery is declining Red: only 20% is left. Connect your charger. LED indicator of the charger: Blue：Power is connected. Please connect the charger Red：Charging Green：Charged Charger must be connected here When the battery is being removed for charging After the battery box is removed, as we mention before, please notice that the electrode “+” “-”can never be touched by hands especially wet hands and the electrodes are also prohibited to be touched by other metal conductor! Do not charge the battery up-side down, otherwise the life time of the battery will be severely affected. Put the battery charger in a flat level, and first plug in the output plug to the charging socket of the battery box. Then, plug in the input plug (230V) to the power socket and charging is started. (See Pic. 9) After charging is finished, first pull out the power input plug (230V) and then pull out the output plug. When the battery is charging on the bike Please switch off power and remove the key. Remove (rotate to open) rubber stopper in the charging hole and the stopper should be kept well. Then, first plug in output plug of charger to the socket of battery box, after that, plug in power input plug (230V) to household power socket to start charging. After charging is finished, first pull out the power input plug (230V) and then pull out the output plug. Duration of charging When the input and output terminal are connected, the red indication light of the charger will be turned on, showing that the power is being connected. When the battery is charged for the first time, 8-10 hours should be spent for charging. When the green indication light of the charger is turned on, showing that the battery is basically full and it will switch to trickle charge mode to ensure that over-charging will not occur. It takes 2-8 hours for normal charging. This charger has the protection device for over-charging. Long-time charging should not be more than 24 hours without affecting the life time of the battery. Matters need attention for charging The charge doesn’t need to be grounded. During charging, please place the charger in safety location which is beyond the reach of children. The battery should not be used when it is not full, otherwise the life time of the battery will be affected. Do not charge with charger from other brands and the charger is also not for other storage battery. The charger has 230V circuit; please do not dismantle. When the charger is being used or stored, liquor and metal charge should be prevented from going into the inside of the charger, and it also should be free from falling and bumpiness to avoid injury. When the charger is being used, it should not be covered with other stuff. The charger is the type of indoor use. Please keep it in a dry, well-ventilated circumstance when it is under use. During charging, if peculiar smell is smelt or the temperature is too high, please stop charging immediately and send it back to sales department of maintenance department. WARNING! The attached cables of the battery charger can be used for the battery-charger only! 8.About riding Ignition switch can be found on top of the battery. number 1: no electricity number 2: electricity is on. Now you can turn on bycicle. dashboard 1.Power switch. Pushing for short time the bike is turned on, pushing for long time the bike is turned off. 2.Adjusts the amount of pedelec assistans. Low is slow, Hige is fast speed. Can be changed by pushing the button for short time. 3.indicator of battery. If all four leds are on the battery is fully charged. if only one led is on the battery needs to be charged. Once you have completed the initial charge you are ready to ride. You must be aware of all local laws and ordinances that govern and/or restrict the use of electric bicycle. The laws and ordinances vary greatly from municipality to municipality. It is your responsibility to know and abide by your local restrictions. To ride, turn the power switch lock to the “on” position. The power switch is located on the front bottom of the seat. The battery gauge and the power indicator located at the panel will illuminate when the power is on. Hold onto the handlebars with both hands. Assume a well-balanced position on the scooter and push off with your foot. Your right hand will control the accelerator. Twist the accelerator slowly to avoid a sudden rush of speed forward. The speed of the bike will increase as you twist the accelerator more. Release the accelerator and apply the brakes to stop your bike. You will control the speed of the bike by using both the accelerator and the brakes. When the brake handle is squeezed it cuts power to the accelerator. Matters need attention during journey For economic use of battery and motor, please use your feet to assist driving when the bike is started or climbing, prolonging the life time effectively. When the bike is started just now, the bike should be accelerated slowly to avoid wasting power during instantaneous speed-up or damaging electrical parts. It is better to drive with assistance of feet. On the precondition of safety, he should try his best not to brake or start too much in order to save power. The controller of the bike has the function of over-load protection. If it is over-loaded, the power will be cut automatically, when everything goes back to normal, the power will be connected automatically. During driving, it should be avoided that holding the speed-adjusting handle after braking, to prevent damaging the machine part or motor by over-load (stuck rotation) of electrical motor. The maximum carrying capacity is 110kg, it is better to ride under the rated carrying capacity 110kg (including the driver). Do not drive overspeed. Matters need attention for parking When you get off the bike and push it forward, the power switch should be shut off to avoid unintentional turning on the handle and the accident can be avoided by sudden start-up of the bike. It is suggested that the bike should be parked indoor or within carport. Don’t forget to shut off power and take off the key. In public places, the bike should be parked in the regulated spot according to traffic regulations. Don’t forget to shut off power and take off the key. 9.Maintenance and service For the safety of driving, please keep your bike in optimal condition at the same time and carry out periodical maintenance and washing. Items for periodical maintenance and self-checking Check whether the nuts of fore wheel and back wheel are tight or not. Check whether the fore fork and the bike frame work well with deviation. Check whether the groove pattern of cover tyre is worn or splits and if air pressure of fore tyre and back tyre is normal or not. Check whether the gear system is working smoothly or not. Check whether the horn and back reflector are intact or not. Check whether the braking thread is working under lubrication and there is no clamping stagnation. If the bike has not been used for long, please notice that charging should be executed periodically (normally, one time in a month to maintain life time of the battery) In the winter, place the battery at a warm place. Explanation on maintenance and washing Do not wash with high pressure water column to avoid accidents caused by wet inner electrical parts. The dirt on paint surface or the surface of plastic parts should be cleaned with cloth, neutral agent should be used, and then clean with dry cloth. Please use lubrication oil to maintain metal parts of the bike. Oil should not be applied to fore brake rubber and back brake rubber, hold brake, rim, tire battery and controller. Troubles and solutions Description of No Analysis of malfunction Way of eliminating malfunction (1) low voltage of battery (1) charge the battery (2) bad touching between battery box (2) clean the dirt on the Can not be 1 and socket touching piece (*) started (3) power lock switch is not in correct (3)turn to correct position position (1) low voltage of battery (1) charge the battery Fail to adjust (2)magnetic steel in the speed- (2) clamp after welding (*) the speed or 2 adjusting handle is loose (3) look for projectionists or max speed is (3) spring in the speed-adjusting maintenance station. relatively slow handle fails to work or damage (1) wire connection is loose (1) connect after repair (*) (2)magnetic steel in the speed- (2) clamp after welding (*) Motor doesn’t adjusting handle is loose (3) look for projectionists or 3 work after (3)connectors of motor wire maintenance station. switching on connection loose or damage (1) air pressure low in the tyre (1) charge air (2) not enough charging or charger (2) fully charge or check the fault touching of connectors (*) (3) too much upslope, heavy dead (3) suggest use feet under Driving miles is wind, brake quite often, big load these situations 4 not enough (4) discharge battery completely for (4) change the battery after one charge long time, and not charge in time, the (5) suggest charge longer battery is aging or damaged indoor (5) low temperature in winter affects driving miles obviously (1) socket of charger falls off or loose (1) tighten socket and between plug and socket connector(*) Charger doesn’t 5 (2) burnt fuse in battery box (2) change the fuse charge (3) wire connection of battery falls off (3) welding the connection wire(*) (1) abrasion of motor bearing (1) change the bearing (*) Electric wheel (2) abrasion of carbon brush (2) change the carbon 6 has a strange (3) big deviation of the wheel or brush(*) sound deform (3) adjust the rim For the sake of your safety, please often carry out upkeep and check whether the fasteners of net basket, support, mandrel and centre shaft are loose or not. Please tighten at any moment, otherwise danger may occur. About maintenance of storage battery and know-how of power saving This bicycle adopts Lithium storage battery out of service as power source. Life of battery is relevant closely with correct method of application. Help to drive by pedal when start or climb. Users with enough conditions should keep charging anytime after use. Please deposit it under the conditions of full charges, and charge timely at regular intervals if don’t use it for a long time. Please rotate speed-adjusting handle slowly, you shouldn’t adjust it too quickly when speed up. In general the vehicle speed at 15-18km/h is the most saving. Excessive braking action should be avoided when you drive the electric bicycle. Representation of Oiling position Prohibited ●Oiling position required (to oil it once at the interval of 1~2months) ●Replace lubricating grease of front shaft and middle shaft once at the interval of 2 years. ●Chain should be added machine oil every year after it is cleaned by gasoline. ●Inside cover tube of brake steel rope should be added machine oil at the interval of half year. 10.Special hints 1. Pattern of this user’s manual is only used for explanation of operation, not for reference of product inspection. 2. Diagrammatic representation of this user’s manual may be different with actual products; please refer to actual sale products of shop. 3. Our company owns right of change in order to improve the performance of products, further notice won’t be given. This bicycle is equipped with speed limit device, which is prohibited strictly to detach! That vehicle speed will be out of control will have a safe danger to your driving if the speed limit device is detached. Thank you for choosing us: 
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